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Abstract—Robust PCA, the problem of PCA in the presence
of outliers has been extensively investigated in the last few years.
Here we focus on Robust PCA in the outlier model where each
column of the data matrix is either an inlier or an outlier. Most of
the existing methods for this model assumes either the knowledge
of the dimension of the lower dimensional subspace or the
fraction of outliers in the system. However in many applications
knowledge of these parameters is not available. Motivated by this
we propose a parameter free outlier identification method for
robust PCA which a) does not require the knowledge of outlier
fraction, b) does not require the knowledge of the dimension
of the underlying subspace, c) is computationally simple and
fast d) can handle structured and unstructured outliers. Further,
analytical guarantees are derived for outlier identification and the
performance of the algorithm is compared with the existing state
of the art methods in both real and synthetic data for various
outlier structures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1] is a very widely
used technique in data analysis and dimensionality reduction.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the data matrix M [2]
is known to be very sensitive to extreme corruptions in the data
[3], [4], [5] and hence robustifying the PCA process becomes
a necessity. Robust PCA is typically an ill posed problem and
it is of significant importance in a wide variety of fields like
computer vision, machine learning, survey data analysis and so
on. Recent survey papers [6], [7] outline the various existing
techniques for robust subspace recovery and robust PCA. Of
the numerous approaches to robust PCA over the years [8],
[9], one way to model extreme corruptions in the given data
matrix M, is using the following decomposition [10], [11],
[12], [3]: M = L+S, where S encapsulates all the corruptions
and is assumed to be sparse and L is low rank. Thus robust
PCA becomes a process of decomposing the given matrix into
a low rank matrix plus a sparse matrix. The problem can be
formulated as a convex problem, using techniques of convex
relaxation inspired from compressed sensing [13], as [10], [3]
minimize kLk∗ + λkSk1
L,S

s.t M = L + S,

(1)

where kLk∗ is the nuclear norm computed as the sum of
singular values of a matrix and kSk1 is the l1 norm of
vector formed by vectorizing the matrix. In [3], an optimal
value for λ was proposed and theoretical guarantees for the

exact recovery of the low rank matrix was given assuming
the popular uniform sparsity model. To solve (1), several
algorithms were proposed including [14], [15], [16] with the
aim of reducing the complexity of the process and improving
speed and performance. Non-convex algorithms have also been
proposed for robust PCA [17], [18] which are significantly
faster than convex programs.
Another popular model, the one that we will adopt in this
paper, is the outlier model1 . In this model each column in M
is considered as a data point in Rn . The points that lie in a
lower dimensional subspace of dimension r are the inliers and
others which do not fit in this subspace are the outliers. Several
methods have been developed over the years, like methods
based on influence functions [1], the re-weighted least squares
method [19], methods based on random consensus (RANSAC)
[20], based on rotational invariant l1 norms [21] etc for the
outlier model. In [4], a convex formulation of the process is
given and iterative methods have been proposed to solve it.
Also the problem has been extended to identifying outliers
when the inlying points come from a union of subspaces as
in [22]–[25]. Recent works have attempted to develop simple
non iterative algorithms for robust PCA with the outlier model
[5]. Other methods which aims at solving robust PCA through
this model include [26], [27] and works based on thresholding
like [28], [25]. Most of the algorithms proposed are either
iterative and complex and/or would require the knowledge of
either the outlier fraction or the dimension of the low rank
subspace or would have free parameters that needs to be set
according to the data statistics. In this paper, we aim to propose
an algorithm for removal of outliers that is computationally
simple, non iterative and parameter free. Classical methods
for PCA may be applied for subspace recovery after outlier
removal.
A. Related work
We briefly describe some of the key literature in the area of
robust PCA and highlight how our proposed work differs from
and/or is inspired by them. The popular work [3], assuming a
uniform sparsity model on the corruptions, solves (1) using
Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) [29] which is an
1 Throughout the paper, the term outlier model indicates the model where
each column of M is either an inlier or an outlier
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iterative process that requires certain parameters to be set.
Ours uses an outlier model and hence we cannot compare our
method with the work in [3]. In an outlier model, [4] proposes
solving the following convex optimization problem for robust
PCA:
minimize kLk∗ + λkSk1,2
L,S

s.t M = L + S,

(2)

where kSk1,2 is the sum of l2 norms of the columns of the
matrix. The paper also proposes a value for the parameter,
namely λ = 7√3γN , where γ is the fraction of outliers in the
system. While [4] assumes the knowledge of γ, in many cases
γ is typically unknown. Another recent work [28] that bases
its algorithms on thresholding also requires the knowledge of
the target rank, i.e. the dimension of the subspace. The work in
[22] analyzes the removal of outliers from a system where the
inliers come from a union of subspaces and involves solving
multiple l1 optimization problems. While there exists a lot
of existing techniques and algorithms [30] for solving the l1
optimization problem, most of them requires certain parameters to be set and are iterative. After solving the optimization
problem, a data point is classified as an inlier or outlier using
thresholding in [22]. Although the proposed threshold in [22]
is independent of the dimension of the subspace r or the
number of outliers, the underlying optimization problem is not
parameter free and since multiple optimization problems have
to be solved, the procedure is also rather complex. Another
self-representation based algorithm for detecting outliers from
a union of subspaces is proposed in [24], based on random
walks in a graph, but it is iterative and requires multiple
parameters to be set.
A fast algorithm for robust PCA was recently proposed
in [5] which involves looking at the coherence of the data
points with other points and identifying outliers as those points
which have less coherence with the other points. The authors
give theoretical guarantees for the working of the algorithm
for the outlier model. In the two methods that have been
proposed for identifying the true subspace, knowledge of either
the number of outliers or the dimension of the underlying
subspace is required. Recently a parameter free algorithm, for
outlier removal was proposed in [31] based on a threshold
on the minimum angle formed by outlier points. But this
method can only detect unstructured outliers and the threshold
is conservative. Another work that is partly similar to the
proposal in this paper is the method described in [25] for
outlier detection. This proposes a tuning free threshold on
the maximum coherence value of a point with other points
to classify it as an outlier or inlier. However in [25], the
threshold is loose and more importantly like [31] it can detect
only unstructured outliers. The outlier removal algorithm in
this work is in spirit a parameter free extension to the work in
[5] and can detect both structured and unstructured outliers.
B. Motivation and proposed approach
The main motivation behind this work is to build parameter
free algorithms for robust PCA. By parameter free we mean an
algorithm which does not require the knowledge of parameters
such as the dimension of true subspace or the number of

outliers in the system nor it has a tuning parameter which
has to be tuned according to the data. Tuning parameters in
any algorithm present a challenge, as the user then would
have to decide either through cross validation [32] or prior
knowledge on how to set them. Especially in an unsupervised
scenario where the algorithm needs to adapt to the data at
hand on the run, setting an appropriate value of a parameter
becomes an issue and incorrect settings can lead to a huge
change in performance. How to estimate a proper set of
parameter values when you do not have data to train and
validate or prior knowledge about the nature of data is an
important question. Recently, there have been attempts to make
algorithms parameter free in the paradigm of sparse signal
recovery [33], [34], [35], [36] and these were shown to have
results comparable with the ones when the true parameters
such as the sparsity of the signal were known. Motivated by
this, in this paper we propose a parameter free algorithm for
robust PCA. While there exists a vast literature on robust
PCA algorithms, to make parameter free variants of them,
one would have come up with novel modifications for each
of them separately. In this work, we focus on obtaining a
computationally efficient parameter free algorithm for outlier
removal in robust PCA. The recent work in [5] is both simple
and non iterative in the sense that it is a one shot process which
does not involve an iterative procedure to solve an optimization
problem like in [22] and can accommodate both structured and
unstructured outliers2 . However it is not parameter free and we
aim to make a parameter free variant with similar or better
capabilities. We propose algorithms for robust PCA in the
outlier model for the cases of both structured and unstructured
outliers, which does not require the knowledge of number of
outliers or dimension of the underlying subspace. Our key
contributions are:
i We develop a parameter free threshold which when
used in the algorithm can guarantee the removal of all
unstructured outliers with a high probability.
ii We further develop a technique which too is parameter
free and can separate the remaining data into two clusters
to filter out structured outliers.
iii We will show through simulations how the algorithm
works efficiently in scenarios of unstructured and structured outliers as well as in a mixture of both compared
to other state of the art algorithms.
iv Further we will propose a technique that can adapt the
threshold to the dataset and demonstrate the efficiency of
the algorithm in real data applications like video activity
detection and image separation where we will highlight
how a parameter free algorithm can give a significant
advantage compared to other methods.
Our hope is that this algorithm serves as a starting point for
further progress in parameter free algorithms for robust PCA.
II. P ROBLEM SETUP AND NOTATIONS
We are given N data points, each from an n dimensional
space Rn , denoted by mi ∈ Rn , arranged in a data matrix
2 The mathematical definitions of structured and unstructured outliers are
described in Section II
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M = [m1 , m2 ...mN ] ∈ RnxN . In this paper we will be
mi
working with l2 normalized data points, namely xi =
.
kmi k2
Here k.k2 , denotes the l2 norm, k.kF indicates Frobenius
norm. Γ(.) denotes the gamma function. Also E[Y ] denotes
the expectation, var(Y ) the variance and σY the standard
deviation of the random variable Y . N (µ, σ 2 ) denote a normal
distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 . Let FN (.) denote
1 Ry −x2
e 2 dx. w.p
the standard normal cdf, FN (y) = √
2π −∞
indicates with probability and bxc floors x. Also O() denotes
the Big O notation for complexity and abs(x) denotes the
absolute value of x. Let the normalized data matrix be denoted
as X = [x1 , x2 ...xN ]. Let Sn−1 denote the unit hypersphere
in Rn . Then Sn−1 = {x | x ∈ Rn , kxk2 = 1}, i.e. the l2
ball in Rn and all points in X ∈ Sn−1 . We assume that
out of the N data points, (1 − γ)N of them lie in a low
dimensional subspace U of dimension r, those we will refer
to as inliers and the rest γN points, the outliers, lie in the
high dimensional space. The parameters γ which is the ratio
of number of outliers to the total number of data points and
r, dimension of the true subspace, are unknown. Let I denote
the index set of inliers and O denote the index set of outliers,
i.e. I = {i | xi is an inlier} and O = {i | xi is an outlier}.
Hence the matrix X can be segregated as X = [XI , XO ],
where XI are the set of inlier points and XO are the set of
outlier points. We will denote NI = |I| = (1 − γ)N and
NO = |O| = γN , where |.| denotes the cardinality of a set.
The problem we will be focusing on is to remove the set of
outliers from the matrix or to find O without the knowledge
of both the parameters γ and r. We first list some essential
definitions.
Definition 1. Let θij denote the principal angle between two
data points xi and xj , i.e.,
θij = cos−1 (xTi xj )

θij ∈ [0, π]

(3)

Definition 2. The acute angle between two points denoted by
φij is defined as:
φij = cos−1 (|xTi xj |)
(
θij
for θij ≤
=
π − θij for θij >

(4)
π
2
π
2

(5)

Clearly φij ∈ [0, π2 ]. Also φii = θii = 0.
Definition 3. The minimum angle subtended by a point
denoted as qi is given by,
qi =

min

φij

j=1,..N,j6=i

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ...N }

(6)

Definition 4. The number of acute angles formed by a point
above a threshold ζ is defined as:
naζi = |{φij | φij > ζ, j = 1, 2...N }|

(7)

Now we will also define two properties that characterizes
an algorithm for outlier removal.
Definition 5 (Outlier Identification Property, OIP(α) ). An
algorithm for outlier removal is said to have Outlier Identification Property OIP(α), when the outlier index set estimate of

the algorithm contains all the true outlier indices i.e. Ô ⊇ O
with a probability at least 1 − α.
Definition 6 (Exact recovery Property, ERP(α)). An algorithm
for outlier removal is said to have Exact Recovery Property,
ERP(α) when it recovers all the inlier points or Î = I with
a probability at least 1 − α.
ERP(α) is a stronger condition than OIP(α). An algorithm
which has ERP(α) will also have OIP(α) as in this case, Ô =
O with a probability at least 1 − α.
In this paper the following assumption is made on unstructured outliers (same as Assumption 1 in [5]).
Assumption 1. The subspace U is chosen uniformly at random
from the set of all r dimensional subspaces and the normalized inlier points are sampled uniformly at random from the
intersection of U and Sn−1 . The normalized outlier points are
sampled uniformly at random from Sn−1 .
On structured outliers we make the following assumption:
Assumption 2. The normalized structured outlier set is a
subset of points sampled from points distributed uniformly on
Sn−1 such that the maximum principal angle in the outlier
O
O
O
< π2 . It can
] where θmax
set is bounded betweenn [θmin
, θmax
be defined as XO = x1 , x2 , ...xNO | xi ∈ Sn−1 ∀i, θij ∈
o
O
O
[θmin
, θmax
] ∀i, j ∈ O, i 6= j .
For unstructured outliers, the outlier angles are distributed
around π2 and lie between [0, π], but here a structure causes
O
O
] with the mean
the angles to be lie in the interval [θmin
, θmax
π
angle being less than 2 . The outlier generating mechanism
may be anything that can generate such an outlier set3 . As the
O
O
outliers become more clustered θmax
reduces and θmin
→ 0.
III. A LGORITHM AND FEATURES
We will first discuss in brief the coherence pursuit (CoP)
algorithm in [5], since our work can be regarded as a parameter
free variant of CoP. The basic principle behind CoP algorithm [5] is that the inlier points are more coherent amongst
themselves and the outliers are less coherent. Hence for each
point a metric is computed as the norm (either l1 or l2 norm)
of a vector in RN −1 whose components are the coherence
values that a point has with all the other data points. The
expectation is that once these metrics are sorted in descending
order, the inliers come first as the outlier metrics are supposed
to be much less compared to the inlier metrics. Then the
authors have proposed two schemes to remove the outliers
and recover the true underlying subspace. The first scheme
tries to remove the outliers and then perform PCA to get the
true subspace. Here the outlier removal process assumes the
knowledge of the maximum number of outliers in the system.
The second scheme is an adaptive column sampling technique
that generates an r dimensional subspace from inlier points,
with the assumption that the parameter r is known. Another
work of interest is the outlier detection technique used in [25],
3 For example this encompasses the structured outliers defined in [5]. As µ
O
in Assumption 2 of [5] decreases, θmax
also decreases
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Algorithm 1 Removal of Outliers using Minimum Angle
(ROMA)
Input:Data matrix M
Procedure:
m
1: Define X, with columns xi = km ik
i 2
2: Calculate φij for i, j = 1, 2..N as in (4)
CN
π
−√
3: Threshold, ζ ←
2
n−2
4: Calculate qi for i = 1, 2..N as in (6)
5: Ô ← {i |qi > ζ}, Î ← {i |qi ≤ ζ}
Output: Î, Ô
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which uses a threshold on the maximum coherence on the
outlier point. The two different thresholds proposed for noisy
and noiseless cases are parameter free but these are loose and
the algorithm is limited to unstructured outliers.
The proposed scheme works with angles, instead of coherence and the score that we compute is the minimum angle
subtended by a point instead of the norm as is done in [5].
We develop a high probability lower bound for outlier scores qi
independent of the unknown parameters and use it to remove
unstructured outliers. We further develop a second stage to
remove structured outliers using the metric naζi .
A. Basic Principle and description
The folklore “two high dimensional points are almost always orthogonal to each other” has been rigorously proved
in [37] and this is what we exploit. First we will describe
the principle behind outlier removal when the outliers and
inliers follow Assumption 1. The proposed algorithm works
on the principle that, outlier points subtend larger angles (very
close to π2 ) with rest of the points, but inlier points, since
they lie in a smaller dimensional subspace, subtend smaller
angles with other inlier points and hence would have a much
smaller score qi as compared to an outlier. An example of
the clear separation between qi values for inliers and outliers
can be seen in Fig. 1 for randomly chosen outliers which
shows that the property holds even at low inlier fraction. In
the proposed method we will exploit this property to develop
an algorithm that removes outliers and is also parameter free.
In the algorithm we classify a point mi as an outlier whenever
qi is greater than a threshold ζ given by
CN
π
,
ζ= −√
(8)
2
n−2


−1
1
where CN = FN
1 − 2N 2 (N
(See Theorem 1 for
−1)
more details on the derivation of ζ). The proposed scheme
which removes unstructured outliers is given in tabular form
as Algorithm 1. The key steps are,
i First the input data matrix is column normalized and the
acute angles subtended by each point with other points
as in (4) are calculated for all data points.

ii Then the score for each point qi is computed by taking
the minimum of the angles subtended by that point as in
(6).
iii All the points with its qi value greater than ζ are classified
as outliers and the rest as inliers.
The algorithm which we will call Removal of Outliers using
Minimum angle (ROMA), is a parameter free algorithm, which
removes all the randomly distributed outliers with a probability
of at least 1 − N1 and requires as input only the data matrix.
Unlike the work in [25], ROMA is based on the distribution
of angles between high dimensional points as opposed to
correlations. The threshold in [25] is based on applying
Markov inequality which being loose makes the threshold
loose, while ζ is based on the distribution of φij and this
enables the proposed algorithm to recover more inliers since
the threshold is tight. However like [25], it is ineffective when
the outliers are structured as in Assumption 2. Hence along
with ROMA, we need a second stage to identify structured
outliers as well. The key steps of the proposed algorithm are
given below and is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 ROMA with number of angles above threshold
- ROMA N
Input:Data matrix M
Stage1: Execute ROMA to get Î
Procedure for Stage 2:
ζ
1: Calculate nai ∀i ∈ Î as in equation (7) using ζ from (8)
∗
2: i ← argmin φij
i,j∈Î,i6=j

3:

o∗ ← argmax φi∗ j
j∈Î

Ôop ← {i ∈ Î |abs(naζi − naζi∗ ) > abs(naζi − naζo∗ )}
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
5: Îop ← {i ∈ Î |abs(nai − nai∗ ) ≤ abs(nai − nao∗ )}
Output: Îop , Ôop
4:

i After applying ROMA to remove unstructured outliers,
find naζi value for each remaining data point.
ii Find two cluster heads - i∗ indexing one of the two
points that forms the smallest angle amongst all angles,
o∗ indexing the point which makes the largest angle with
i∗ .
iii Classify the points into two clusters Î and Ô according
to the naζi value - classify to Î if naζi is closer to naζi∗
and to Ô if it is closer to naζo∗ .
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The algorithm, which we will call ROMA N, is based on the
principle that even when you have structured outliers, the angle
between an inlier and an outlier is statistically same as that
of angles between two points chosen uniformly at random
from Sn−1 and hence with very high probability is above ζ.
Thus for a structured outlier, the number of angles above ζ
would be above NI with high probability. An example of
outlier and inlier naζi values is shown in Fig. 2 to highlight
this characteristic. When the outlier structure is such that the
maximum angle formed in the structure is less than ζ, then
the naζi value of every structured outlier is exactly NI . Even
if that is not the case, all the outliers will have similar score
which will be close to NI . If one were aware of NI , one
could use that as a threshold to classify the points based on
this metric. But since our algorithm is parameter free and
hence unaware of NI , we need the cluster heads as chosen
in step ii. The inlier head i∗ (one that subtends the minimum
angle) need not be the real inlier head - it may happen that
the clusters are reversed in the case when outliers are clustered
closer. The theoretical requirements for this algorithm to work
successfully for structured outliers is discussed in section
IV-D.
B. Feature - Parameter free
The main feature of the algorithm is that it does not have
any dependencies on the unknown parameters. As seen clearly,
the threshold we have proposed only requires N and n for
its computation and is also independent of noise statistics.
The technique proposed for removal of structured outliers is
also parameter free. Once all the outliers have been identified
and removed, the clean points can be used to obtain a low
rank representation using classical PCA by SVD. For the
noiseless case, PCA also does not require the knowledge of
any parameter. In the presence of additive Gaussian noise wi ’s
2
In ),
in the data, i.e. when mi = m0i + wi , wi ∼ N (0, σw
there are several methods for selecting the number of principal
components after SVD like BIC [38], geometric AIC [39], and
other recent methods proposed in [40], [41].
C. Feature - Simplicity
ROMA is a simple to implement algorithm and the main
complexity lies in computing all the angles. This requires
computation of N (N − 1) angles and each involves an inner
product of an n dimensional vector and hence the complexity
is O(N 2 n). The algorithm does not involve solving a complex
optimization problem and is not iterative which is a significant
advantage. The second step to implement robust PCA, would
be an SVD on the inlier points recovered by the algorithm,
which if implemented without truncation, has a time complexity of O(min(N n2 , N 2 n)) [42]. Hence in any case overall
complexity for the process is O(N 2 n). Section V contains
running time comparisons with other algorithms.
IV. T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
In this section we address the following points:
i Derive the lower bound ζ on qi values for outliers under
Assumption 1 which ensures outlier detection for ROMA.

ii Derive the theoretical conditions for ROMA to follow the
properties of OIP(α) and ERP(α) given in Definitions 5
and 6 under Assumption 1.
iii An analysis of the how Gaussian noise affects the properties of the algorithm.
iv Analyze the second stage of the algorithm by deriving
the properties of the metric naζi under Assumption 2 and
also deriving the theoretical requirements for algorithm
performance.
As a starting point, we will state two lemmas that describe the
distribution of the principal angles θij ’s made by the points.
This involves a slight modification of Lemma 12 in [37], to
distinguish the angles formed by an inlier and outlier.
Lemma 1. θij ’s are identically distributed with an expected
π
and it’s pdf is given by:
value of
2
1 Γ( n2 )
(sinθ)n−2
θ ∈ [0, π]
(9)
h(θ) = √
π Γ( n−1
)
2
in both the following cases:
a) Inliers and outliers follow Assumption 1 and either i or
j∈O
b) Outliers follow Assumption 2 and i ∈ O and j ∈ I or
vice versa.
Also h(θ) is well approximated by a Gaussian pdf with mean
π
1
2 and variance n−2 .
Proof. Please refer to appendix A
Lemma 2. Under assumption 1, when i, j ∈ I, θij ’s are
π
and it’s
identically distributed with an expected value of
2
r
1 Γ( 2 )
pdf is given by h(θ) = √
(sinθ)r−2 , θ ∈ [0, π]. .
π Γ( r−1
2 )
Also h(θ) is well approximated by a Gaussian pdf with mean
π
1
2 and variance r−2 whenever r ≥ 5.
Proof. Please refer to appendix A
For the algorithm we use the acute angles φij ’s instead of
θij ’s. The properties of φij has been characterized in appendix
B. The following is an important result on φij :
Lemma 3. φij has the the following property:
c
π
φij > − √
w.p 2FN (c) − 1
2
n−2

(10)

Under the following conditions on i and j
a) Inliers and outliers follow Assumption 1 and either i or
j∈O
b) Outliers follow Assumption 2 and i ∈ O and j ∈ I or
vice versa.
Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.
Under assumption 1, from Lemmas 1 and 2, for an outlier
point, the principal angle it makes with any other point, be it an
inlier or outlier is typically concentrated around π2 especially
at large n. On the other hand, because the dimension r of
the subspace U is much smaller than n, the angle that an
inlier makes with another inlier is more spread around π2 .
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Classification of a point as an inlier or outlier using minimum
principle angles θij ’s would require multiple classification
regions which can be avoided by using the acute angle φij .
Here, the minimum acute angle that an outlier makes becomes
very close to π2 and a point may be classified as an outlier
when
min
φij ≥ ζ, where ζ is some threshold. Hence
j=1,2...N,j6=i

the problem of outlier identification reduces to finding one
appropriate threshold to be applied on qi defined in (6), which
when used can classify all outlier points correctly with high
probability. Further for the algorithm to be parameter free, we
derive ζ such that it only depends on the number of data points
N and the ambient dimension n, which are of course always
known. The next subsection gives the derivation of ζ.

The following theorem gives the lower bound ζ on qi , i ∈ O
for unstructured outliers:
Theorem 1. Under Assumption 1, ROMA with the classification rule that xi is classified an outlier when qi > ζ, identifies
all the outliers with probability at least 1 − N1 , when
π
CN
−√
,
2
n−2


−1
1
= FN
1 − 2N 2 (N
−1) .
ζ=

Proof. ROMA’s classification rule is as follows - declare xi
to be an outlier if
min

φij > ζ

j∈{1,2...N },j6=i

Our aim is to derive an appropriate threshold, such that ROMA
classifies all outliers correctly with probability at least 1 − N1 .
Hence we look at the probability of failure - failure being an
outlier misclassified as an inlier. Suppose we are classifying
a point i and i ∈ O, misclassification occurs when qi ≤ ζ
whose probability is as follows


P(qi ≤ ζ) = P
min
φij ≤ ζ
j∈{1,2...N },j6=i


[
=P
φij ≤ ζ
j∈{1,2...N },j6=i

≤

X

P(φij ≤ ζ)

j∈{1,2...N },j6=i

The last step is a union bound, which is fairly tight. 4 We
know that under Assumption 1 using Lemma 3, for any j ∈
1, 2, ...N , j 6= i
π
c
φij > − √
w.p 2FN (c) − 1
2
n−2
π
c
Hence P(φij ≤ ζ) = 2(1 − FN (c)), when ζ = − √
.
2
n−2
Then the task is to derive an appropriate value for c to plug
4 Using,

P

P P
P(φij ≤ ζ) −
P(φij ≤ ζ, φik ≤ ζ) ≤ P(qi ≤ ζ) ≤
P j k>j
≤ ζ) − max
P(φij ≤ ζ, φik ≤ ζ) and pairwise independence
j

P
j

P(φij

k

P(i ∈ O, i ∈ Î) ≤ 2(N − 1)(1 − FN (c))

(11)

(11) gives us the probability bound on one classification failing
to identify the outlier correctly. We have N such classifications
and the requirement is for the algorithm to have N successes,
i.e. the correct identification of all outliers, whose probability
P(N successes) = 1 − P(at least 1 fail)
[
= 1 − P(
{i ∈ O, i ∈ Î})
i∈1,2...N

≥ 1 − N P(i ∈ O, i ∈ Î)

(Union bound)

≥ 1 − N × 2(N − 1)(1 − FN (c)) (from(11))

A. Derivation of ζ

where CN

into this expression for ζ. The probability of a failure, i.e.
i ∈ O, i ∈ Î can be bounded as

j6=k

of φij ’s,one can show that the terms subtracted from the sum in the lower
and upper bounds are of O( N14 ) and O( N15 ) implying that the union bound
is tight.

For ROMA to identify all outliers correctly with a probability
of at least 1 − N1 , we require
1
N
1
⇒ (1 − FN (c)) =
2
2N (N − 1)
1
⇒ FN (c) = 1 −
2N 2 (N − 1)


1
−1
⇒ c = C N = FN
1−
2N 2 (N − 1)

1 − 2N (N − 1)(1 − FN (c)) = 1 −

Hence we arrive at the expression for ζ in the theorem.
Summarizing, we have derived a threshold ζ, which does
not depend on the unknown parameters γ and r, such that
for unstructured outliers, ROMA identifies all outliers correctly with probability at least 1 − N1 , i.e. ROMA output
Ô ⊇ O w.p ≥ 1 − N1 . The next point of interest would be to
see when the identification is exact, i.e. O = Ô and Î = I.
B. ROMA theoretical guarantees
In this section, we will be looking at the properties of
algorithm for exactly recovering the true inlier set under
Assumption 1. We will look at ROMA and the properties given
in Definitions 5 and 6.
Remark 1. Under Assumption 1, when ζ is as given by (8),
ROMA has OIP( N1 ) regardless of the number of outliers in the
system or the dimension of the underlying subspace.
To have the property of ERP(α), ROMA would have to
recover inliers with a probability of at least 1−α. We will build
towards this with the set of lemmas and theorems below. These
results give theoretical bounds, but as seen through simulations
these are not necessary conditions for recovery of all inliers.
ROMA can recover a large number of inliers and have good
subspace recovery characteristics in worse conditions than
these (see Section V). First lets look at the probability of the
inlier set estimate being non empty through the next lemma.
Lemma 4. Under
stated in Lemma
by ROMA, Î is

Assumption 1 and conditions
15, the inlier set estimate
non empty w.p
≥
1 −

7

(NI − 1)(NI − 2)p2I − z(2pI (NI − 1) − (z + 1))
,
(NI − z)(NI − 1− z)q


r−2
−1 .
z = b(NI − 2)pI c, pI = 2FN CN n−2

where

Proof. We will look at the probability of Î being empty under
Assumption 1, Î being non empty is its compliment.
\
P(Î = Φ) = P( qi > ζ) ≤ P(qi > ζ)
i∈I

If conditions in Lemma
T 15 are satisfied, then by applying the
upper bound on P( i∈I qi > ζ) derived in Lemma 15 in
Appendix C, we get the result. Otherwise a looser upper bound
in Lemma 14 can be used to get P(Î = Φ) ≤ p2I .
The conditions in Lemma 15 are mild and satisfied usually.
For example if n = 100, r = 10, N = 1000, NI = 200, the
probability of the set being non empty is > 0.946 and for n =
300, r = 6, N = 400, NI = 100 it is > 0.99 from this lemma.
Simulation results in section V show that the probability of the
set being non empty is even higher in practice. For recovering
the inliers, when the expected qi value for inliers is less than
the threshold ζ, a significant fraction are classified as inliers
and the subspace can be recovered efficiently. The smaller the
rank of the true subspace, the better the results will be in terms
on inlier recovery.
Lemma 5. Under Assumption 1, ROMA recovers a sizable
amount of inliers when the following condition is satisfied:
r≤

2(n − 2)
+2
2
πCN

(12)

Proof. Please refer to appendix C
Evaluating this at n = 300, N = 400 gives r ≤ 7.9, but
even at much higher r in noisy scenarios, ROMA is seen
to recover all inliers as demonstrated in Section V-C. In the
next theorem we will derive the theoretical condition when
ROMA is guaranteed not to have ERP(α), which means it
cannot recover all inliers with a high probability of 1 − α.
Theorem 2. Under Assumption 1, the algorithm ROMA is
2
guaranteed not to have
when 
α ≤ (N
 ERP(α)
 q
 I −2)pI −(NI −
r−2
3)pI , where pI = 2FN CN n−2
− 1 . In other words,
the algorithm cannot recover all inliers with a probability
greater than or equal to 1 − (NI − 2)p2I − (NI − 3)pI .
Proof. Please refer to appendix C
This theorem gives us conditions when the algorithm is
guaranteed to not have ERP(α). In this case the outlier index
estimate, Ô ⊃ O and Ô has inliers as well, i.e. Ô ∩ I =
6 Φ.
For example, lets take a case of n = 100, r = 20, N = 1000
and NI = 100, plugging in these values to the condition in
the theorem gives us that if α ≤ 0.1327, the algorithm is
guaranteed not to have ERP (α), which means under these
conditions the algorithm cannot guarantee full inlier recovery
with a probability greater than 1 − .1327 = .8673. Now
suppose the rank was reduced to 10, the bound on α goes
to a negative value, which means α is free to take any value
between 0 and 1 and full inlier recovery may be possible with a
high probability but theorem cannot give a definitive value for

this probability. Another instance would be to see this value at
r = 40, which evaluates to the condition that if α ≤ 0.986 the
algorithm is guaranteed not to have ERP (α) or the algorithm
cannot guarantee full inlier recovery with a probability greater
than 1 − .986 = .014. In all these cases the algorithm still
has OIP( N1 ). All the prior art also derives similar conditions
on performance guarantee, for instance coherence pursuit [5]
guarantees subspace recovery when the inlier density NrI is
I
while
sufficiently larger that the outlier density. i.e. N −N
n
outlier pursuit [4] gives conditions on γ and r for successful
subspace recovery. The theorem does not state the conditions
in which the algorithm is guaranteed to have ERP(α), it merely
gives us extreme cases where it is not. The following lemma
should give us an idea about the ERP(α) of ROMA.
Lemma 6. Under Assumption 1, P(Î = I) ≥ 1 −
NI P(qi,i∈I > ζ). Hence ROMA has the property of
ERP(NI P(qi,i∈I > ζ)).
Proof. Please refer appendix C
For proceeding further it is required to characterize the
complementary cdf (ccdf) of min φij for i ∈ I. Since the
j∈I,j6=i

principal angles θij ’s are only pairwise independent and not
mutually independent as noted in [37] and [43], finding this
ccdf analytically is mathematically very difficult. However one
can find P( min φij > ζ) empirically through simulations to
j∈I,j6=i

obtain more insight about inlier recovery properties of ROMA.
An empirical calculation of ERP(α) can be seen in Table I.
C. Impact of noise on the algorithm
Remark 2. The algorithm ROMA, retains OIP( N1 ) even in
presence of Gaussian noise irrespective of noise variance.
When Gaussian noise is added to an outlier data point, and
the noisy outlier is normalized, it is just like selecting it at
random from an n dimensional hypersphere. Hence all the
theory and bounds on the outlier score will not change. Noise
will however affect the inlier identification of the algorithm
as noise is bound to increase the statistic qi for i ∈ I. The
expected value of increase of the inlier angle can be seen
through the following lemma.
Lemma 7. If the data points are corrupted by additive
Gaussian noise, i.e. mobserved
= mi + ei , ei ∼ N (0, σ 2 In ),
i
under assumption 1, the statistical properties of θij , i or
j ∈ O, are unaffected, however the inlier angles increase
on an average and the average worst case change ∆θw.c is
kmi k22
bounded by ∆θw.c ≤ cos−1 (1− 2√1snr ), where snr =
.
nσ 2
Proof. Please refer Appendix C
This means that the inlier qi values would increase in worst
case by ∆θw.c and a number of them could fall above the
threshold ζ depending on the noise variance and the rank of
the inlier subspace and so would be classified as outliers. So in
presence of noise, algorithm would recover less inliers than no
noise case, as expected. For instance the conditions in Lemma
5, would change slightly as follows:
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Lemma 8. Under Assumption 1 with added Gaussian noise
in inliers, ROMA recovers a sizable amount of inliers when
the following condition is satisfied:
r≤

2(n − 2)


π CN +

√

n − 2 cos−1 (1 −

2 + 2

(13)

√1
)
2 snr

Proof. Please refer to appendix C
D. Theoretical analysis of stage 2
This subsection has analysis of ROMA N under the structured outliers assumption, Assumption 2. Since ROMA can
filter out unstructured outliers, stage 2 input comprises of only
s
structured outliers, the number of them denoted by NO
. We
will first state a theorem5 which characterizes the behavior of
the statistic naζi .
s
Theorem 3. When naζi is defined by (7), ∀i ∈ I, naζi ≥ NO
s
N
N
I
and ∀i ∈ O, naζi ≥ NI both w.p ≥ 1 − 2 O
.
N (N − 1)

Proof. For any i ∈ O, j ∈ I, we know from Lemma 3, that
π
c
φij > − √
w.p 2FN (c) − 1
2
n−2
Looking at the value for naζi , when i ∈ O, if φij ∀j ∈ I is
greater than ζ, then naζi ≥ NI . Hence for any i ∈ O,
\
P(naζi ≥ NI ) ≥ P(
φij > ζ)
j∈I

= 1 − P(

[

φij ≤ ζ)

j∈I

≥ 1 − NI P(φij ≤ ζ)
The third step is by the identical nature of distributions and
union
bound.
ζ, We know P(φij ≤ ζ) =

 Using
 the value of
−1
1
, which when simplified,
2 1 − FN FN
1 − 2N 2 (N
−1)
gives us the below result:
NI
P(naζi ≥ NI ) ≥ 1 − 2
N (N − 1)
NI
ζ
⇒ P(nai < NI ) ≤ 2
for any i ∈ O
N (N − 1)
Hence the probability that ∀i ∈ O, P(naζi ≥ NI ) is given by:
[ ζ
P(naζi ≥ NI ) = 1 − P(
nai < NI )
≥1−
≥1−

i∈O
s
NO P(naζi <
s
NO
NI
2
N (N − 1)

NI )

The result for i ∈ I case is exactly the same with inlier
replaced by outlier and we arrive the above result. Hence we
get the following statement.
N s NI
∀i ∈ O, P(naζi ≥ NI ) ≥ 1 − 2 O
N (N − 1)
(14)
N s NI
s
∀i ∈ I, P(naζi ≥ NO
)≥1− 2 O
N (N − 1)
5 Though this theorem holds for any outliers following either assumption 1
or 2, here we focus on the structured case.

This is the crux behind the working of stage 2. Stage 2 is
dependent on distinction between naζi value of an inlier and an
outlier. It is effective for identifying structured outliers, when
s
there is distinction between NI and NO
. In the algorithm,
we find two cluster heads such that these will not belong to
the same cluster, and look for the closeness of naζi values of
other points with these cluster heads. This is done by choosing
the first reference point as the one which forms the minimum
angle in the system and the other being the point which has
the maximum angle with the first reference point. The point
which forms the minimum angle is assumed to be that of
the inlier, which is based on the reasoning that “inliers” as
the name suggests are more closely bunched with each other.
Whenever this is not the case, the clusters are reversed, i.e.
Îop becomes the outlier estimate and Ôop becomes the inlier
estimate. Even in this case inliers and outliers are separated,
however to identify the cluster corresponding to I, one may
use rank of each cluster as the criterion. The following results
give us conditions when the algorithm, with high probability,
can cluster the points efficiently into inlier and outlier set.
Lemma 9. Suppose outliers follow Assumption 2, such that
O
θmax
< ζ and inliers follow Assumption 1, the following can
be said about Algorithm 2.
a) One of the output clusters
of algorithm 2 contains only
s
NO
NI
.
inliers w.p ≥ 1 − N 2 (N
−1)
s
s
= δN , the
, if NI − NO
b) Further when NI > NO
inlier cluster contains a q
sizable set of inliers when
r−2
δN > 2(NI − 1)(2FN (CN n−2
) − 1).
s
c) When NI < NO , Algorithm 2 clusters the
points into
s
2NO
NI
inliers and outliers exactly w.p ≥ 1 − N 2 (N −1) .
Proof. Please refer Appendix D
Now we will look at structured inliers, lets use the following
assumption similar to the one used for structured outliers:
Assumption 3. The normalized structured inlier set is a subset
of points sampled from points distributed uniformly on the
intersection of U and Sn−1 such that the maximum principal
I
I
angle in the inlier set is bounded between
n [θmin , θmax ] where
I
θmax
< π2 . It can be defined as XO = x1 , x2 , ...xNOs | xi ∈
o
I
I
U ∩ Sn−1 ∀i, θij ∈ [θmin
, θmax
] ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j .
The below result talks of the performance of the algorithm
in this scenario.
Lemma 10. Suppose outliers follow Assumption 2, such that
O
I
θmax
< ζ and inliers follow Assumption 1 such that θmax
< ζ,
the following can be said about Algorithm 2 whenever NI 6=
s
NO
.
a) Algorithm 2 clusters the
points into inliers and outliers
s
2NO
NI
exactly w.p ≥ 1 − N 2 (N
−1) ,
b) Further the cluster outputs Îop = I and Ôop = O, when
I
O
θmax
< θmin
.
Proof. Please refer Appendix D
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TABLE I: Empirical α values for ERP and OIP for
n = 100, r = 10, N = 1000
γ
OIP(.)
ERP(.)

0.15
0
0

SN R = 20dB
0.55
0.95
0.001
0
0.001
.895

0.15
0
.202

SN R = 10dB
0.55
0.95
0
0
.298
0.99

s
and outliers with their respective bounds NO
and NI , where
inliers were randomly chosen as in Assumption 1 and outliers
are structured.
SN R = 20dB

1.3

q min outlier
i

q max Inlier
i

SN R = 5dB

1.4

ζ
1.35

1.2
1.3

1.1

Angle in rad

1.25

Angle in rad

This lemma says that the algorithm can separate inliers and
structured outliers with the designated inlier estimate being
the true inlier set with a high probability when the inliers are
more clustered than outliers. We can now state the following
remark on the properties of Algorithm 2:

1

1.2

1.15

Remark 3. When outliers follow Assumption 2 and inliers
I
O
O
follow Assumption 1such thatθmax
< θmin
< θmax
≤ ζ,
s
2NO NI
algorithm 2 has EIP N 2 (N −1) .

1.1

0.8
1.05
min

0.7

V. N UMERICAL S IMULATIONS

0.2

0.4

γ

0.6

1

0.8

(a) n=100, r=10, N=1000

qi
0.2

qi

0.4

0.6

γ

Inlier

ζ

0.8

(b) n=300, r=10, N=500

For Inliers

1000
800
600
400
200
0
100

naζi Inlier minimum
200

300

400

500

600

700

s
NO

800

900

NI
For Outliers

1000
800

naζi

In this section, we present the simulation results of the
proposed method. Here we demonstrate the properties of
the proposed algorithm in terms of inlier identification and
subspace recovery on synthetic data. We also compare our
method with some of the existing algorithms for robust PCA,
in terms of running time of the algorithm, percentage of inliers
recovered and log recovery error (LRE) of the estimated
subspace, which is defined as in [5], i.e.

max

outlier

Fig. 3: Validation of ζ

naζi

This is obvious from Lemma 10 and the definition
 of ERP.
s
2NO
NI
Also this means the algorithm has OIP N 2 (N
−1) . Through
simulations, we note that the algorithm can separate the inliers
O
and structured outliers even in cases when θmax
> ζ. As stated
earlier if we had known NI a priori, which is not practical,
ζ
we could have used it as a threshold
 on nai , and such an
s
2NO
NI
algorithm would have OIP N 2 (N −1) in any case.

0.9

600
400
200
0
100

naζi Outlier minimum
200

300

400

500

600

700

NI

800

900

s
NO

Fig. 4: Validation of bounds on naζi for inlier and outlier, n=100,
r=10, N=1000 for structured outliers

T

(15)

where U is basis of the true inlier subspace and Û is the
estimated basis from the algorithms. All our experiments on
from subsections B and C assumes the data model described in
this paper under Assumption 1. Structured outliers are shown
in subsection D. SN R in dB is used as a measure of noise
level for noisy inliers, where the inliers points mobserved
=
i √
mi + ei , ei ∼ N (0, σ 2 In ) and σ = kMkF /(10SN R/20 nN ).
A. Validation of bounds
Here we validate the bound in Theorem 1 through Fig. 3
where the minimum outlier qi value is plotted over a 1000
trials against a range of outlier fraction γ from 0.05 to 0.95 and
r = 10 in two cases of N = 1000, n = 100, SN R = 20dB
and N = 500, n = 300, SN R = 5dB. Empirically the α value
for OIP and ERP were computed for two cases of SN R for
n = 100, r = 10, N = 1000 and the results are given in Table
I. As seen in the table, ROMA retains OIP(0.001) in any SNR
or γ, while it has ERP(0.001) in high SNR and at low γ, this
deteriorates at lower SNR and higher γ. Also in Fig. 4 we
validate the bounds in Theorem 3, on the naζi value for inliers

B. Phase transitions
N=2000
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400

r/n = 0.2
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(a) % of inliers recovered
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NI

kU − ÛÛ UkF
),
kUkF

NI

LRE = log10 (

50

200
40
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30
20

100
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50

0

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500

NO

(b) Exact Subspace Recovery

Fig. 5: Phase transition plots of ROMA

Now, we look at the properties of the proposed algorithm in
terms of percentage of inliers recovered and error in subspace
recovery. First we look at the percentage of inliers recovered
by ROMA against varying nr and the number of inliers NI ,
as these two are the critical parameters that determines the
inlier recovery property of the algorithm. Fig. 5a shows the
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C. Comparison with other state of the art algorithms
Here we compare the proposed algorithm with existing techniques CoP [5], Fast Median Subspace, FMS [26], Geometric
Median Subspace GMS [27] and the outlier removal algorithm
outlier removal for subspace clustering (denoted by ORSC for
convenience) in [22], in terms of the log recovery error and
running time under data model in Assumption 1. For FMS,
we used algorithm 1 in [26], with default parameter setting
i.e. p = 1,  = 10−10 , maximum iterations 100. For GMS as
well, we used the default parameter settings and chose the last
r columns from the output matrix as the basis of the estimated
subspace. For CoP, we implemented the first method proposed,
where we used the number of data points chosen for subspace
recovery as ns = 30, which is a value always less than
the number of inliers in our experimental settings and hence
works well. For ORSC, we used the algorithm using primaldual interior point method from the l1 magic code repository
[44] for solving the underlying l1 optimization problem. The
parameters used were changed from the default settings to
improve convergence rate without degrading the performance.
We also use the outlier detection method in [25], which we
refer as Heckel’s. In Table II, we have summarized each
algorithm in terms of its performance measured in terms of
log recovery error at various outlier fractions, running time and
the parameters used by the algorithm for its working. Also the
last column indicates other free parameters that an algorithm
requires like regularization or convergence parameters. For
the experiments in Table II, we have set N = 1000, n =
100, r = 20. It is observed that ROMA performs at par

with the existing methods in terms of LRE without requiring
the knowledge of r or γ and is nearly as quick as CoP.
Heckel’s algorithm also does well in this scenario of subspace
recovery under unstructured outliers assuming no parameter
knowledge. The algorithm ORSC which also does not use
parameter knowledge, has similar LRE values but is much
slower compared to ROMA and also requires multiple parameters like a convergence criterion for solving the underlying
l1 optimization problem. Fig. 6 has the comparison results
SN R = 5dB

SN R = 30dB
100

100
90

90

% of Inliers recovered

80

% of Inliers recovered

phase transition on inlier recovery. White indicates 100% inlier
recovery and as the squares become darker, the inlier recovery
becomes more poor. For this experiment we have varied nr
from 0.05 to 0.4 by varying both r and n, along with varying
the number of inliers from NI = 100 to 1900 keeping the total
number of points at N = 2000. As can be interpreted from the
figure, a very high percentage of inliers are recovered for even
very small NI , when nr is sufficiently low. As nr increases,
the percentage of inliers recovered decreases. This simulation
result agrees with Lemma 5.
In the next experiment we have looked at the subspace
recovery property of the algorithm. Here we have considered
the noiseless case. After removing outliers through ROMA,
the subspace is recovered after doing SVD on the remaining
points and choosing the left singular vectors corresponding to
the non zero singular values as the recovered subspace basis.
A subspace is said to be recovered when LRE < −5 for the
estimated subspace. Fig. 5b plots the percentage of trials in
which the true subspace was recovered against NI and NO
with white indicating 100% success. For this phase transition
plot, we have set n = 100 and r = 20 with 100 trials per
NI , NO value. It is evident from Fig. 5b that, whenever there
is a good enough number of inliers (> 100 in this case),
no matter what the number of outliers is, the subspace is
recovered with minimal error. The subspace recovery suffers
when the number of inliers is low, as seen in the last row of
Fig. 5b.

70
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ORSC
Heckels
ROMA_N

20
10
0

0

80
70
60
50
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ORSC
Heckels
ROMA_N
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r

30

0

50

r

100

Fig. 6: % of inliers recovered comparison between algorithms at
N = 400, n = 300, γ = 0.5

of algorithms in terms of inlier recovery for data following
Assumption 1 but with noisy inliers. For this experiment we
set N = 400, n = 300, γ = 0.5 and vary the rank of the
subspace from r = 10 to 100 and look at the percentage
of inliers recovered by algorithms ROMA, CoP, Heckel’s and
ORSC in two different SNR scenarios, SN R = 5dB and
SN R = 30dB. We give ns = NI as input to CoP here and
hence it performs the best in terms of inlier recovery. ROMA
performs much better than the other parameter free methods,
Heckel’s and also ORSC. CoP wrongly flags outliers as inliers
in extreme cases of low SNR and high rank, for instance here
with a rate of 0.04 at SN R = 5, r = 100, which is undesirable
in many applications. All other algorithms had 0 false inlier
detection in all the trials.
D. Structured Outliers
Here we consider structured outliers and compare the performance of ROMA N with other algorithms. We use the
model in [5] to generate structured data, where the outlier is
generated as xi = √ 1 2 (a + bi ), where a and bi are points
1+µ

chosen uniformly at random from Sn−1 . This means that the
points are clustered around the point a, and the clustering
is determined by µ. As µ decreases the outliers are more
O
clustered and θmax
reduces. Also here the inliers are generated
1
√
as xi = 1+ν 2 (u + vi ), where u and vi are points chosen
uniformly at random from Sn−1 ∩ U. In the experiments for
Table III and Fig. 7, we set the value of ν = 0.1. We vary
µ, thereby the clustering of outliers and compare the LRE
values for different algorithms in Table III for two different
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TABLE II: Comparison of Algorithms - Unstructured outliers, n = 100, r = 20, N = 1000
Algorithm
FMS
GMS
ORSC
CoP
Heckel’s
ROMA

LRE at γ = 0.1

LRE at γ = 0.5

LRE at γ = 0.9

Average running
time in seconds

Parameter
knowledge

Free parameters

-14.58
-2.7 × 10−4
-14.57
-14.59
-14.58
-14.58

-14.58
-2.8 × 10−4
-14.58
-14.59
-14.58
-14.58

-14.59
-3.8 × 10−4
-14.58
-14.59
-12.73
-14.59

0.8011
0.0437
58.94
0.0164
0.0185
0.0365

r
r
None
γ or r
None
None

>1
Regularization
>1
No
No
No

s
cases of NI , NO
combinations. We set n = 200, r = 10 for
these experiments and ns = 50 is used for CoP. As can be
seen, Heckel’s outlier detection algorithm fails for lower µ,
i.e. more clustered outliers and so too does FMS. CoP works

TABLE III: LRE for structured outliers against µ
µ
CoP
FMS
Heckel
ROMA N

s = 100
NI = 900, NO
0.2
0.5
5
−14.5
−14.5
−14.5
−0.5
−0.5
−14.6
−0.5
−0.5
−14.6
−14.5
−14.5
−14.6

NI = 400

0
CoP
FMS
Heckels
ROMA_N

LRE

-5

s = 700
NI = 300, NO
0.2
0.5
5
−0.01
−0.01
−14.5
−0.5
−0.5
−0.5
−0.4
−0.05
−14.4
−14.4
−14.4
−14.4

signifying the mean in the threshold, i.e. π2 is replaced by
the sample mean of all the θij ’s formed by the data points.
This is logical, as the expected value of the principal angles θij
formed by randomly chosen inliers and outliers is π2 and the
sample mean in that case will tend to this value. By using this
adaptation technique, we are able to handle a broader set of
real data applications. In all the below experiments, threshold
was adapted as described above for ROMA N and the results
are presented.
B. Image separation
Here we perform an experiment of image clustering, where
the algorithms CoP, FMS and ROMA N are given a matrix
with each vector corresponding to an image coming from
different classes. Then the output is checked to see if the algorithms can cluster at least one class out, the rest being outliers.
First we do the experiment with MNIST dataset [45]. We keep
TABLE IV: MNIST Image separation

-10

Algorithm
-15
100

200

300

400

NO

500

600

700

800

Fig. 7: LRE comparison - both structured and unstructured outliers

well in the case where the inliers are more, but fails in cases
s
> NI . In all the cases ROMA N works
of low µ when NO
very well in terms of LRE. The next experiment in this section
was performed by mixing structured and unstructured outliers
to form the full outlier set. NO was varied from 100 to 800,
while NI = 400. µ was set at 0.2 with n = 200, r = 10. Out
s
of the NO outliers, a random number, NO
of them were picked
from the structured set and the rest were chosen uniformly at
random from Sn−1 . The results averaged over a 100 trials are
plotted in Fig. 7. Here too ROMA N performs as well as CoP,
while the other algorithms have poor LRE.
VI. R EAL DATA E XPERIMENTS
A. Threshold Adaptation
A lot of the time in real data, the principal angles θij ’s are
not distributed in [0, π]. They may fall in a different range, say
for instance in images, the image pixel values are all positive
and hence the angles cannot be greater than π2 . If we use
the theoretical threshold which assumes θij ’s are distributed
in [0, π] for this case, a lot of the outliers will be flagged
incorrectly as inliers as the threshold here is too high. Hence
we propose a scheme of mean adaptation where the term

FMS
CoP
ROMA N

Inlier - digit 0
IR %
FID
34.48
0.5
38.53
0.7
72.34
7.8

Inlier - digit 1
IR %
FID
76.74
0.2
68.3
23
86.51
0.6

NI = 1000 of the digit 0 images and NO = 200 of other
digits in a matrix M ∈ R784x1200 , where each data point is
formed by vectorizing 28x28 handwritten image. Hence digit
0 are the inliers and the outliers come from other digits. We
look at inlier recovery percentage (IR%) which is percentage
of inliers recovered by the algorithm and false inlier detection
(FID) which is the average number of outliers wrongly flagged
as inliers in this experiment. The parameters for FMS and
CoP, namely r and ns are tuned such that it recovers a high
number of inliers while discarding the outliers for digit 0. We
set r = 50 for FMS and r = ns = 150 for CoP and classify
T
a point as in inlier if kmi − ÛÛ mi k2 /kmi k2 ≤ 0.2, where
Û is the estimated subspace given by the algorithm. The same
experiment is performed with digit 1 as inlier and others as
outliers with same NI and NO values. The digits images were
chosen randomly from the dataset for each class in each trial
and the results shown in Table IV were averaged over 10 trials.
FMS has the best FID across the two digits while having a
decent IR%. CoP does well in terms of FID for digit 0 while
has a poor FID of 23 for digit 1. ROMA N with no parameter
tuning has the best IR% for both digits but the FID for digit
1 is a little high at 7.8. This advantage of not having to set
parameters will be evident from the next experiment.
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Fig. 8: Frames from the waving tree video, Highlighted frames are detected as outliers by CoP, FMS and ROMA N

Fig. 9: Frames from the Camouflage video, Highlighted frames are detected as outliers by CoP and ROMA N

Fig. 10: Only highlighted frames are detected as outliers by FMS

We perform a similar activity but this time with a different
dataset - the Caltech 101 image set [46], where we have images
from 101 different categories. We use images of airplanes,
bikes and cars, resized to 100x100 grey scale images, and
create M ∈ R10000xN , where each data point is in R10000 ,
after vectorizing the image. We try different combinations of
2 classes at the ratio of 400 from the first class to 100 from the
other and see if the algorithms were able to cluster at least 1
class out correctly. In this case, one of the classes can be seen
TABLE V: Caltech 101 Image clustering error
Images & mixture ratio

FMS

CoP

ROMA N

1
1
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

Bikes/Cars(400/100)
Airplanes/Cars(400/100)
Airplanes/Bikes(400/100)

as a structured outlier while the other being an inlier. If one
of the output cluster of the algorithms, i.e. estimated inliers or
outliers contain only images from one class, clustering error
was considered 0. If one of the output set was empty the
clustering error was considered 1, otherwise the clustering
error is computed as the ratio of total number of wrongly
clustered points to the total number of points. We use the
same parameter setting for FMS and CoP. As can be seen
from Table V, using this setting, FMS fails to separate the
data in any case, while CoP fails to separate them in one
of the cases, each failure case being total failures as one of
the output i.e. inlier/outlier estimate of the algorithm was an
empty set. ROMA N correctly separates out each class in all
the cases. This experiment highlights the importance of using
such a tuning free algorithm that can adapt to different datasets
without the user having to set a value.
C. Video Activity Detection
The next experiment is detecting activity in a video, which
is a structured outlier detection problem [5]. We have videos
with a background and some activity occurring in some frames
like a person entering or leaving. The aim is to detect those
frames where the activity occurs. The frames with activity can
be viewed as outliers and the background frames are inliers.
We compare the performance of ROMA N in this context with

CoP and FMS in video data from the wallflower paper [47].
First we will use the Waving tree video used in [5]. We set
the parameters for CoP same as in example D.2 in [5] while
taking ns = 30 samples to build the subspace basis. We use
r = 3 and for FMS and CoP, classify a point as in inlier if
T
kmi − ÛÛ mi k2 /kmi k2 ≤ 0.2. The video, where there is a
waving tree in the background and a person enters and leaves
the frame in between is shown in Fig. 8. The outliers are
the frames containing the person. It was seen that ROMA N
performs equally as well as CoP or FMS in detecting outlier
frames highlighted in Fig. 8. Using Heckel’s algorithm, i.e.
[25] for outlier detection for this activity did not yield a result
as the algorithm could not detect any outlier frames confirming
that it is only suited to unstructured outliers strictly following
th model. We do this activity in the Camouflage video from
the same dataset, a similar video where a person enters and
leaves the frame in a static background of a computer screen.
Outlier frames were detected correctly by CoP and ROMA N
as shown in Fig. 9, but FMS failed to detect a few outliers as
seen in Fig. 10.

We repeat the same experiment in videos from a different
dataset - the UCSD anomaly detection dataset [48]. This
dataset contains videos of a pedestrian pathway - a crowded
background. An anomaly is when there are cycles, skaters
or carts that move along the pathway and the aim is to
detect those frames where there are such movements. This
is more challenging since the background is dynamic and
especially since, here we do not use the training data to
train for the background. We simply use two of the testing
videos with cycle movement as our input, making the problem
unsupervised. Given these frames with no prior training, the
aim is to detect those frames where there is a cycle through
the pathway, which otherwise contains pedestrians only. We
use the same parameter settings that succeeded well for CoP
and FMS in the previous dataset. For the first video, CoP
and ROMA N detects all outlier frames and FMS failed to
detect most as shown in Fig. 11. While ROMA N identified
a large number of background frames (92 out of 107), CoP
could identify only 40 inlier frames. In the second video, both
FMS and CoP failed to detect any outlier frame while ROMA
identified all outlier frames as seen in Fig. 12. Hence the
parameter settings which worked well in the wallflower dataset
does not work well here, while ROMA N by virtue of being
parameter free adapts better.
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Fig. 11: Pedestrian video 1 - Highlighted frames have the cyclist marked in red, and are detected as outliers by ROMA N and CoP

Fig. 12: Pedestrian video 2 - Highlighted frames have the cyclist marked in red, and are detected by only ROMA N and not FMS or CoP

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper a simple, fast, parameter free algorithm for
robust PCA was proposed, which does outlier removal without
assuming the knowledge of dimension of the underlying
subspace and the number of outliers in the system. The
performance was analyzed both theoretically and numerically.
The importance of this work lies in the parameter free nature of
the proposed algorithm since estimating unknown parameters
or tuning for free parameters in an algorithm is a cumbersome
task. Here the inliers lie in a single low dimensional subspace
and unstructured outliers, structured outliers and a mixture of
both were considered.
A PPENDIX A
S OME USEFUL L EMMAS , PROOFS OF L EMMAS 1 AND 2
Lemma 11 (Lemma 12 from [37]). Let x1 , x2 ... ∈ Sn−1 be
random points independently chosen with uniform distribution
in Sn−1 , and let θij be defined as in (3), then pdf of θij is
given by:
1 Γ( n2 )
(sinθ)n−2
h(θ) = √
π Γ( n−1
2 )

θ ∈ [0, π]

(16)

Lemma 11 implies that the angles θij are identically distributed ∀i, j, i 6= j with the pdf h(θ). The expectation of this
distribution is π2 and the angles concentrate around π2 as n
grows. Using the results in [37], we will state the following:
Remark 4. h(θ) can be approximated by the pdf of Gaussian
1
distribution with mean π2 and variance n−2
, for higher dimensions specifically for n ≥ 5. In fact θij converges weakly
1
in distribution to N ( π2 , n−2
) as n → ∞.
The remark has been validated in [37].
Lemma 12. The angle between two points i and j, θij have
the same statistical properties as the angle between two points
chosen uniformly at random from Sn−1 , for all of the following
cases:
a) Under Assumption 1 for inliers and outliers when either
i or j ∈ O.
b) Under Assumption 2 for outliers and Assumption 1 or
Assumption 3 for inliers when i ∈ I and j ∈ O or vice
versa.
Proof. Part a) - By using Assumption 1, we set the outliers
to be chosen uniformly at random from all the points in Sn−1

and the subspace U is also chosen uniformly at random. Hence
to an outlier, all the other points are just a part of a set of
uniformly chosen independent points in Sn−1 .
Part b) - When the inliers follow Assumption 1 or Assumption
3, the subspace U is chosen uniformly at random. Even though
the outliers are structured, under Assumption 2, when one
looks at two points, one from O and the other from I, they
are like uniformly chosen independent points in Sn−1 . Hence
all the angles between an inlier and outlier have the same
statistical properties as the angle between two points chosen
uniformly at random from Sn−1 .
Using the above results, we can prove Lemmas 1 and 2.
Proof of Lemma 1. The results follow directly from Lemma
11, Remark 4 and Lemma 12.
Proof of Lemma 2. Assuming that r is also large enough i.e.
r > 5, the points within the subspace are uniformly chosen
points in the hypersphere Sr−1 and their distribution is as in
equation (16) with n replaced by r. Hence from Lemma 11,
Remark 4 and Assumption 1, the lemma is proved.
A PPENDIX B
P ROPERTIES OF φij
Here, we will look at φij as defined in (4). We will
use the Gaussian approximation of the pdf h(.) and obtain
the approximate mean and variance values for φij using the
following lemma.
Lemma 13. Let U ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), define a random variable V
as:
(
U
for U ≤ µ
V =
2µ − U for U > µ
The q
expectation and variance of V are given by E(V ) =
µ − π2 σ and var(V ) = σ 2 (1 − π2 ). Also V > µ − cσ w.p
2FN (c) − 1.
Proof. The cdf of V for v ≤ µ is given by,
FV (v) = P(V ≤ v)
= P({U ≤ v|U ≤ µ} ∪ {2µ − U ≤ v|U > µ})
= P(U ≤ v) + 1 − P(U ≤ 2µ − v)

14

The conditioning vanishes because v ≤ µ. The cdf is 1 when
v > µ. The pdf is given after differentiation. Note that since
the pdf of U is symmetric around µ, fU (2µ−v) = fU (v). Thus
fV (v) = 2fU (u) for U ≤ µ and 0 otherwise.The moment
generating function of V , MV (t) is thus given by
MV (t) = E(eV t ) =

Zµ

evt √

−∞

(v−µ)2
2
e− 2σ2 dv
2πσ

2 2

= 2e

µt+ σ 2t

FN (−σt)

where FN (.) is the standard normal cdf. The last step was
using a change of variable in integration z = v−µ
σ − σt and
definition of FN (.). Using MGF, we can easily r
derive the
h dM (t) i
2
V
= µ−
σ and
moments of V as E(V ) =
dt
π
t=0
r
h d2 M (t) i
2
V
E(V 2 ) =
= σ 2 + µ2 − 2µσ
, using the
2
dt
π
t=0
dFN (σt)
σ 2 t2
= − √σ2π e− 2 . This also gives the
result that
dt
2
variance as var(V ) = E(V 2 ) − (E(V ))2 = σ 2 (1 − ).
π
µVZ
−kσV

P(V ≤ µ − kσ) =

2fU (v)dv = 2FN (−k)

j∈I,j6=i

\

φij > ζ)

j∈I,j6=i
b)

= P(φi1 > ζ, φi2 > ζ, ...φiNI > ζ) ≤ P(φi1 > ζ, φi2 > ζ)
a) is because any angle between an outlier and an inlier is
above ζ by design and hence the minimum angle by an inlier
is with an inlier itself. The probability of intersection of a
set of events is less than probability of the intersection of a
subset, hence b). Since the angles are pairwise independent
[43], P(φi1 > ζ, φi2 > ζ) = p2I , which gives the upper bound
in the lemma. For the lower bound we make use of results in
[49] and pairwise independence to get:
\
P(
φij > ζ) ≥ (NI − 2)P(φij > ζ, φik > ζ)
j∈I,j6=i

− (NI − 3)P(φij > ζ)
= (NI − 2)p2I − (NI − 3)pI
⇒ P(qi > ζ) ≥ (NI − 2)p2I − (NI − 3)pI
The upper bound from Lemma 14 can be further tightened
by using the following result from [49].
Lemma 15. When either b(NI − 2)pI + 1c = b(NI − 1)pI c
b1 + (NI − 2)pI c
or pI (2 − pI ) ≥
, with pI as in Lemma
NI − 1
14, then denoting z = b(NI − 2)pI c, we have

−∞

Hence V > µ − cσ w.p 1 − 2FN (−c) = 2FN (c) − 1.
Corollary 1. When xi , xj are two points chosen
uniformly
r
π
2
n−1
at random from S
, E(φij ) ≈
−
and
2
π(n − 2)
1 − π2
π
c
and φij > − √
var(φij ) ≈
with probability
n−2
2
n−2
2FN (c) − 1.
Proof. Using Lemma 13, assuming the Gaussian approximation of θij and identifying U = θij and V = φij , this result
is obtained.
Proof of Lemma 3. The result follow from the arguments in
Lemma 12 in Appendix A, noting that φij follows θij and
from the above corollary.
A PPENDIX C
P ROOFS OF RESULTS IN SECTION IV-B
To prove the results, the following Lemma is first proved:
Lemma 14. Under Assumption 1, for i ∈ I:
(NI − 2)p2I − (NI − 3)pI ≤ P(qi > ζ) ≤ p2I ,



 q
r−2
−1
where pI = 2FN CN n−2

a)

P(qi > ζ) = P( min φij > ζ) = P(

(17)

Proof. Let i ∈ I. We will first look at the probability
P(φij > ζ), when j ∈ I. Since under assumption 1, the inliers
are selected uniformly at random from Sr−1 , we can apply
corollary 1 on φij , which gives the below for i, j ∈ I:
π
c1
φij > − √
w.p 2FN (c1 ) − 1
2
r−2
(18)
 rr −2
⇒ P(φij > ζ) = pI = 2FN CN
−1
n−2

P(qi > ζ) ≤

(NI − 1)(NI − 2)p2I − z(2pI (NI − 1) − (z + 1))
(NI − z)(NI − 1 − z)
(19)

Proof. This is a straightforward substitution in condition 1 b)
in Corollary 3 to Theorem 3 in [49].
Proof of Lemma 5 and Lemma 8. We know that for i ∈ I,
by Jensen’s inequality, E(qi ) ≤ E(φij ), i, j ∈ I. Under
Assumption 1, results in Corollary 1 can be used to obtain
the value for E(φij ), i, j ∈ I which gives,
s
π
2
E(qi ) ≤ −
(20)
2
π(r − 2)
For the algorithm to recover a sizable amount of inliers we
want this expected inlier score to be less than the threshold ζ.
If the upper bound in the previous equation is less than ζ, we
achieve this objective. Hence the condition is
s
2
π
CN
π
−
≤ −√
2
π(r − 2)
2
n−2
⇒

2
CN
2
2(n − 2)
≤
⇒r≤
+2
2
n−2
π(r − 2)
πCN

When there is added Gaussian noise in the inliers, from
Lemma 7, we know E(φij ) increases by at most
∆θw.c ≤
π q 2
2 cos−1 (1 − 2√1snr ). Hence then E(φij ) ≤ − π(r−2)
+
2
1
−1
2 cos (1 − 2√snr ). thus equation (20) changes to:
s
π
2
1
E(qi ) ≤ −
+ 2 cos−1 (1 − √
)
(21)
2
π(r − 2)
2 snr
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The condition changes to:
s
π
2
1
π
c
−
+ 2 cos−1 (1 − √
)≤ −√
2
π(r − 2)
2
2 snr
n−2

We assume that the noise does not rotate the vector by more
than π/2 and hence change in angle is always acute. In this
setting cos is a concave function, and hence cos(E(∆θ)) ≥
E(cos(∆θ)). Thus we can derive,
1
cos(E(∆θ)) ≥ 1 − √
2 snr

which when simplified gives the condition in Lemma 8.
Proof of Theorem 2. For an algorithm to have ERP(α),

1
⇒ E(∆θ) ≤ cos−1 (1 − √
)
2 snr

P(Î = I) ≥ 1 − α ⇒ α ≥ 1 − P(Î = I)
We know 1 − P(Î = I) = P(Missing at least 1 inlier). It
misses an inlier xS
i , if qi > ζ. Hence for the algorithm to have
ERP(α), α ≥ P( i∈I qi > ζ). S
which means the algorithm
does not have ERP(α) if α < P( i∈I qi > ζ). We know,
[
P( qi > ζ) ≥ P(qi > ζ) i ∈ I
i∈I

≥ (NI − 2)p2I − (NI − 3)pI
The last step is from (17) in Lemma 14. If α isSless than this
lower bound, then it cannot be greater than P( i∈I qi > ζ).
i.e. the algorithm is guaranteed to not have ERP(α) if α ≤
(NI − 2)p2I − (NI − 3)pI .
Proof of Lemma 6. We will look at the probability of recovering all the inliers. For this qi , ∀i ∈ I need to be ≤ ζ
\
[
P(Î = I) = P( qi ≤ ζ) = 1 − P( qi > ζ)
i∈I

i∈I

≥ 1 − NI P(qi > ζ)
The last step is by union bound and the identical nature of
distributions. This proves the lemma.
Proof Lemma 7:. Here we will look at the worst case, when
both the vectors are perturbed such that angle moves away
from each other. Since both these changes are statistically the
same, we will denote the angle between a vector m and the
perturbed vector m + e by ∆θ and on an average the worst
case change in angle is 2E(∆θ). We will hence look at ∆θ.

Hence ∆θw.c = 2E(∆θ) ≤ 2 cos−1 (1 −

√1
).
2 snr

A PPENDIX D
P ROOFS OF RESULTS IN S ECTION IV-D
Proof of Lemma 9. Part a): Under Assumption 2, when
O
θmax
≤ ζ, all the outlier scores naζi = NI w.p ≥ 1 −
s
NO
NI
N 2 (N −1) , since the angles made with all the other outliers are
below ζ. Hence using the naζi value for the reference outlier,
all outliers will be classified to one cluster and the other cluster
only has inliers.
Part b): Take any i ∈ I, with inliers following Assumption 1.
From theorem 3, we know naζi ≥ NO with high probability.
Hence it can be expressed as:
X
s
naζi = NO
+
I{φij >ζ}
j∈I,j6=i

where I{φij >ζ} is an indicator random variable which is
1 when φij > ζ. We q
know for an inlier, from (18) ,
r−2
P(φij > ζ) = (2FN (CN n−2
) − 1). Then E(I{φij >ζ} ) =
q
r−2
) − 1). Hence for i ∈ I
(2FN (CN n−2
X
s
E(naζi ) = NO
+
E(I{φij >ζ} )
j∈I,j6=i

⇒

E(naζi )

r
−

s
NO

= (NI − 1)(2FN (CN

r−2
) − 1)
n−2

s
= δN and due to the assumption
In this part NI − NO
ζ
nai = NI , ∀i ∈ O with high probability. If the expected
s
inlier naζi value is less than NO
+ δN
2 , then the classification
2
2
2
km+ek2 −kmk2 −kek2
of
an
inlier
to
the
cluster
containing
outliers
would not happen
2
kmk2 +
2
=
on an average. The condition then becomes:
kmk2 km + ek2
r
r−2
δN
(kmk2 − kek2 )(kmk2 + kek2 ) + km + ek22
) − 1) <
(NI − 1)(2FN (CN
=
n−2
2
2kmk2 km + ek2
r
r−2
kmk2 − kek2 + km + ek2
⇒ δN > 2(NI − 1)(2FN (CN
) − 1)
≥
(triangle inequality)
n−2
2kmk2

kmk22 + eT m
(m + e)T m
cos(∆θ) =
=
kmk2 km + ek2
kmk2 km + ek2

Taking expectation and using Jensen’s inequality that E(km +
ek2 ) ≥ kE(m + e)k2 and using E(m + e) = m
1 kE(m + e)k2
E(kek2 )
E(kek2 )
E(cos(∆θ)) ≥ +
−
=1−
2
2kmk2
2kmk2
2kmk2
p
2
2
2 ). By Jensen’s inWe know E(kek2 ) = E( e1 + e2 + ...ep
n
equality,
since
square
root
is
concave,
E(
e21 + e22 + ...e2n ) ≤
p
√
2
2
2
E(e1 + e2 + ...en ) ⇒ E(kek2 ) ≤ nσ. Using this result,
√
nσ
1
E(cos(∆θ)) ≥ 1 −
=1− √
2kmk2
2 snr

O
Part c): If NI < NO , then sinces by assumption on θmax
,
NO NI
ζ
ζ
nai = NI , ∀i ∈ O w.p ≥ 1 − N 2 (N −1) and nai > NO , ∀i ∈
Ns N

ζ
O I
I w.p ≥ 1 − N 2 (N
−1) . Hence for any i ∈ I, nai will be
always closer to another inlier score than sNI . This means the
2NO NI
clustering is always exact w.p ≥ 1 − N 2 (N
−1)

Proof of Lemma 10. Part a): Since the assumption is made
I
O
that θmax
≤ ζ and θmax
≤ ζ, ∀is ∈ I, naζi = NO and ∀i ∈
NO NI
O, naζi = NI each w.p ≥ 1 − N 2 (N
−1) . This is because there
ae no angles within each set above
ζ. If NI 6= NO , then the
s
2NO
NI
clustering is exact w.p ≥ 1 − N 2 (N
−1) .
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I
O
, then
Part b): Along with conditions in part a), If θmax
≤ θmin
the reference point which the algorithm nominally denotes as
inlier reference point is always an inlier since an outlier cannot
O
have an angle less than θmin
. This would imply that Îop = I
s
2NO
NI
with the same probability ≥ 1 − N 2 (N
−1) .
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